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Truly Hands-Free - the new HF8R Signature Headlamp from 
Ledlenser  
 

• Integrated rechargeable battery in the lamp head ensures 
low weight and slim design 

• World first: automatic dimming and focusing optimizes 
handling  

 
Solingen, September 2023 - Thanks to the innovative Adaptive Light Beam 

technology, the new, extremely bright HF8R Signature headlamp from 

Ledlenser offers exceptional comfort: it can be used completely hands-free. As 

the lamp dims and focuses automatically, optimal lighting is ensured at all 

times. Ledlenser has developed the flagship of their innovative HF series for 

sports and other demanding outdoor activities. In addition to the exclusive 

Signature models, the new headlamp series also includes the affordable Core 

lamps as everyday helpers - for walks, for example - and robust Work lamps 

for professionals in industry and trade as well as for DIY fans.   

The new HF series from Ledlenser 

Ledlenser has designed the headlamps of the HF series as powerful companions 

for everyone who appreciates flexible, convenient lighting. Thanks to the 

battery integrated in the lamp head, the models are particularly compact and 

cut a fine figure in any position - even when lying down: no battery box to get in 

the way at the back of the head, no additional cable on the headband.  

Ledlenser offers the HF series in three different versions for everyone to find the 

right light for their own needs: Core, Work and Signature, which in turn - 

depending on lumens, runtime and range of functions - are divided into the 

HF4R, HF6R and HF8R models and are available in different colour variants. The 

HF8R Signature is the most innovative model with sophisticated functions that 

have never been seen before in a headlamp in this form.  

HF8R Signature - intelligent light source for outdoor activities 

Whether you're climbing, caving or hiking through rough terrain, the HF8R 

Signature always provides the ideal illumination thanks to newly developed 

technologies. It automatically adjusts focus and light output thanks to Adaptive 

Light Beam Technology and does not require any manual control. If you want to 
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do this yourself nevertheless, simply operate the lamp via the switch or the 

practical Focus Wheel. This controls the Digital Advanced Focus System, which 

can be used to switch continuously between homogeneous close-range light and 

focused main beam light. The optics, which are adapted for different ranges, 

always produce an optimised light pattern. Alternatively, the lamp can also be 

controlled with the Ledlenser Connect app. 

Ledlenser has designed the HF8R Signature especially for demanding outdoor 

tours. Thus, an efficient cooling system, which also includes the robust 

aluminium housing, ensures high performance and a longer runtime. The 

housing is also waterproof and thus ideally equipped for a wide range of 

applications. In the field, the choice of light colours is of a very practical use: In 

addition to white light, red, green and blue light can also be selected. This makes 

the headlamp very suitable for observing animals. To ensure that there is always 

enough energy, the integrated rechargeable battery can be charged quickly and 

easily using the Magnetic Charge System - even during operation.  

Availability of the HF series 

The HF8R Signature and all Signature models from the HF series are available 

exclusively from Ledlenser's online shop: www.ledlenser.com 

The other models in the HF series are available from specialist retailers. 

 

 

About Ledlenser 

The Solingen-based company Ledlenser GmbH & Co. KG is one of the world's leading 
manufacturers of portable LED lighting products. The experts for high-quality lamps 
have been offering a wide range of products for different target groups for over 20 years. 
Professional users in the industrial and security sectors will find the right lamp here, as 
will sportsmen and women, camping and outdoor enthusiasts, or handymen and do-it-
yourselfers. The portfolio also includes power banks. Products from Ledlenser are 
"Engineered & Designed in Germany".  

 
 


